Uniform Ordering Instructions:
*Go to www.soccer.com
*Look in the top right corner and click on 'Find your team store'
-Girl search and choose: Houston Dash Youth SC Recreation
-Boys search and choose: Houston Dynamo Youth SC Recreation
*Screen will appear saying 'Start Here' (Top of the screen in the green box)
*Under START HERE, you will see select your uniform package
*Your only option will be Recreation 2017-19
*Then click on the red box saying ‘Find Uniform’
-the available items will appear.
*PLEASE NOTE- the items listed as required are not all required for the Galveston County teams
*U11-U19 D2/ Rec- you will follow these instructions to order; however, you will wait to receive your
jersey number assignment via email from the GC registrar, Lindsay Hood by July 31, 2018.
*U5-U10 Rec Galveston County teams require: Orange jersey, white jersey, black shorts. black socks
*Optional items: gray practice jersey, green goal keeper jersey
*U4-U10: You choose your number
Once you have selected your sizes, you can check out and pay then it will be shipped to your home!
*Note: The Dash jersey is described as the ‘Women’s Tiempo jersey’. Once you click on to choose your
size, it also has Youth sizes. If you choose to look at the sizing chart, initially it will appear as the adult
chart, but look in the top left hand side of that box to ‘see all sizing charts’. The sizing chart is a generic
chart for everything they sell on the website. When it comes to the jerseys, the chart seems to be
generous on the size of child compared to actual size of jersey. I have had many requesting the Youth
2XS, which is not available. Up until this year, the smallest we were able to offer is the Youth S and it
was doable for all U5 & U6; therefore, now being able to order the Youth XS should be great for our
littlest ones! Also keeping in mind, they can wear these jerseys for as long as it fits them.

